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ABSTRACT

Introducing magnetism into III-nitrides to achieve diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) is promising to broaden the applications of
III-nitrides. The most popular technique is doping transition metals; however, these structural imperfections are unstable due to significant
lattice incompatibility with the host. As a result, the fabrication of high-quality samples is quite difficult through the current growth techni-
ques. Therefore, realizing intrinsic and robust magnetism in III-nitrides is quite desirable. Here, we adapted aluminum nitride as the example
to theoretically predict the stable magnetism driven by the ubiquitous grain boundaries (GBs). The magnetism strongly depends on GBs tilt
angles. These GBs cores contain homo-elemental bonds antiferromagnetically coupled at high tilt angles (>16.7�) due to the short coupling
distances. The Tc was as high as 293K at the tilt angle of 32.2�. Importantly, the magnetism induced by GBs is robust regarding carrier
doping and strain, implying stable magnetism under working conditions. Our results provided a feasible and flexible approach to convert
III-nitride into a wide-gap DMS by engineering the topological GBs.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0132005

III-nitrides and their optoelectronic devices have attracted much
attention due to their outstanding physical and chemical properties,1,2

particularly in photoelectronic devices including light-emitting
diodes,3,4 photodetectors,5,6 and laser diodes.7,8 Introducing magne-
tism into III-nitrides is promising to create functionalities beyond con-
ventional III-nitrides since it enables simultaneous control of the
spin and charge.9,10 Consequently, the rapid growth of research about
III-nitrides-based diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) has
appeared.11–15 According to the mean-field Zener model, the lighter
cation leads to weaker spin–orbital coupling and longer polarized car-
rier lifetime; therefore, GaN and AlN, in particular, are promising can-
didates to fabricate DMSs.16,17

The most popular technique to endow AlN with magnetism is
doping transition metals (TMs) to replace the Al site.13,17–23 The den-
sity of functional theory (DFT) calculations predicted the feasibility of
TM doping.17,18 The following experimental confirmations were
reported. Pan et al. incorporated Ni into AlN on a Si substrate by radio
frequency reactive sputtering, and the Curie temperature was beyond
300K.13 Endo and co-workers revealed the low-temperature ferro-
magnetism in Al0.93Cr0.07N and Al0.91Mn0.09N alloys with effective

magnetic moments of 0.51 lB/Cr 0.35 lB/Mn.19 Han et al. realized
high saturation magnetization by Gdþ ions implantation.20 Xu’s group
reported the room temperature ferromagnetism in Mg-doped AlN
nanowire and emphasized the effect of Al vacancy on the ferromagne-
tism.23 Moreover, the point defects can introduce magnetism in
AlN.24–28 The nitrogen-vacancy induced sizable ferromagnetic (FM)
coupling in 2H-AlN, and the magnetism can be tuned by controlling
the concentration of defects.24 While the magnetic signals can be
experimentally detected in certain AlN samples, these systems still
showed limitations. The magnetism in AlN originated from the TM
adatoms or vacancies; however, these structural imperfections are not
stable due to considerable lattice incompatibility between the TM ada-
toms and the Al atoms. It is hard to obtain high-quality samples
through the current growth techniques. Several works reported that
ferromagnetism strongly depended on the aggregation of TM ada-
toms,29,30 which was too hard to control during the growth. In addi-
tion, the structural defects can be readily healed by the local
reconstruction or diffusion through annealing,31,32 leading to the mag-
netism being destroyed. Therefore, the realization of intrinsic and
robust magnetism in AlN is quite desirable.
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Grain boundaries (GBs), a type of topological defect, are ubiq-
uitous in III-nitrides because of the obvious mismatch between
substrates and epilayers induced by the most frequently used heteroe-
pitaxy technique.33–35 Different from the TM-dopants, the topological
GBs are quite robust. Therefore, they are hard to be recovered through
local atomic reconstruction. Meanwhile, the GBs can also break the
intrinsic electronic occupancy state of perfect structures and perhaps
produce magnetism. Here, we reported by the first-principles calcula-
tions that GBs in AlN can produce substantial magnetic moments,
due to the partial occupancy induced by the homo-elemental bonds.
The 5j7 cores are identified to be the stable configuration of GBs and
behave as an antiferromagnetic (AFM) coupling at big tilt angles. The
magnitude of magnetic moments strongly depends on the tilt angles
and exhibits great robustness regarding strain and carrier doping. The
half-metallic property can be realized in AlN. Our results reveal an
interesting interaction between GBs and spin freedom, opening a path-
way for exploring spintronics in wide-gap III-nitrides.

In this work, we used wurtzite AlN supercells. The projector-
augmented wave (PAW) method was adopted by employing the
Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP).36 Spin-polarized was
included. The exchange–correlation interaction of electrons was
described by using the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional.37

The 500 eV of plane wave energy cutoff was used; C-center k-mesh
was sampled in the first Brillouin zone, 0.04 2p/Å for structural relaxa-
tion and 0.02 2p/Å for spin-resolved self-consistent calculations,
respectively. The convergence thresholds of electronic iteration and
force were set to 10�4eV and 0.02 eV/Å, respectively. Both lattice
parameters and atomic positions were included in structural relaxation.

The VASPKIT38 and VESTA39 codes were used for data post-
processing and structural visualization.

The GBs were along the c-axis, consistent with the direction of
growth. They were created by removing atomic ribbons along the arm-
chair direction and seamlessly reconnecting residual dangling bonds
yielding a dislocation core to minimize the redundant strain. A super-
lattice vector R ¼ ma1 þ na2 was defined, where a1 and a2 were the
in-plane primitive vectors of AlN, to build the GBs with different tilt
angles (2h) by varying m and n (m, n), as shown in Fig. 1(a).
Following this description, the GB with 2h ¼ 27.8� can be represented
as R¼ 3a1þ 1a2, which is marked as (3, 1). The tilt angles were in the
range of 0� < 2h < 60� because of the hexagonal symmetry of the
wurtzite AlN, so we adapted six different 2h, including 7.8� (5, 4),
10.2� (4, 3), 16.4� (5, 3), 27.8� (3, 1), 32.2� (5, 2), and 42.2� (5, 1), in
the following discussion. The optimized structures with spin-resolved
charge densities were shown in Fig. 1(b). Two decisive factors that
govern the formation energy of GBs are strain and bonding properties.
The strain energy (Es) induced by GBs can be reflected by Burges vec-
tor jbj (Es/ jbj2); this is lowest for 5j7 core according to our calcula-
tions, particularly for low tilt angle GBs, as shown in Fig. 1(b).

The calculated formation energies (Eform) confirmed our analysis.
As shown in Fig. 2(a) (red line), the Eform increased with the tilt angle,
implying the formation of high-tilt-angle GB required a high-thermal
growth condition, for example, high temperature or an external light
field. Because the Burges vector jbj became larger by increasing the tilt
angle, the big strain energy result in the increase in Eform. The tilt-
dependence Eform was mainly governed by two factors at the atomic
scale: (1) The bonding energies (or stability) of the Al–N bonds

FIG. 1. Structures of grain boundary in wurtzite AlN. (a) Structural diagram of symmetric GB with different tilt angle 2h. (b) Atomic structural and spin-resolved charge density
of GBs with different tilt angles. Each repeat unit includes GB 5j7 cores with Al–Al and N–N homo-elemental bonds. The 5j7 cores are highlighted by gray shadows. Red and
green colors denote positive and negative values of the magnetization density, respectively. Loose (up) and tight (down) bonding 5j7 cores of 2h ¼ 27.8� GB were picked out.
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surrounding the 5j7 cores were reduced. Both Al and N atoms tetrahe-
drally bonded in intrinsic AlN but distorted due to the formation of
the 5j7 cores. (2) Unavoidably, the energetic unfavorable homo-
elemental bonds (including the Al–Al and N–N bonds) were formed,
whose energies were much higher than the Al–N bonds. At a small tilt
angle, such as 7.8� and 10.2� shown in Fig. 1(b), the homo-elemental
bonds formed in each 5j7 core to stabilize the dangling bonds, because
the interaction between the adjacent 5j7 cores was weak at a small tilt
angle. When the tilt angle increased, the distance between the adjacent
5j7 cores was shortened and the density of 5j7 cores increased, the local
stress became serious due to the squeezed 5j7 cores. As a result, the
homo-elemental bond in one 5j7 core was broken to form loose bond-
ing, while keeping tight bonding in the neighbor 5j7 core, as shown in
the zoom-in of Fig. 1(b). We also considered the 4j8 cores, without
homo-elemental bonds but more serious strain than 5j7 cores, only the
2h ¼ 60� GB showed 4j8 ground structure (as shown in Fig. S1), while
the 4j8 cores collapsed during structural relaxations for other tilt angles
GBs due to the serious strain. The crystallographic orientation is iden-
tified at the nucleation stage; moreover, the tilt angle of GBs is hard to
be tuned once it forms during heteroepitaxy due to the strong covalent
bonding between the epilayer and substrate. Therefore, two approaches
may be applied to obtain GBs with desired tilt angle. First, the growth
temperature should be increased to compensate for the excessive Eform
during the nucleation stage. Second, we can weaken the interaction
between the epilayer and substrate to enhance the tunability of the tilt
angle. The recent development of the van der Waals epitaxy provided
a promising approach to this aim.40–44

To determine the ground state, we compared the energies of
nonmagnetic (NM), ferromagnetic (FM), and antiferromagnetic

(AFM) states for each structure, and the results were listed in Table I.
The 7.8� and 10.2� structures exhibited NM states, no spin-
polarization was obtained after optimization. For the 16.4�, we can
find the NM state was more stable than the magnetic state by just
0.003 eV (the initial FM order optimized to the AFM order after elec-
tronic self-consistent for all magnetic systems). Above 16.4�, the GBs
showed AFM ground states with different spin states located at neigh-
boring 5j7 cores. With increasing the tilt angle, the energy deviation
between NM and AFM states increased and reached the maximum at
32.2�, then decayed to the NM state at 60�. The tilt-dependent magne-
tism can be observed in Fig. 2(a) (blue line). The magnetic moment
per atom exhibited a volcano shape with increasing the tilt angle and
reached the maximum of 0.21 lB/atom (0.42 lB per 5j7 core) at 32.2�.
The GBs not only induced magnetism but also formed potential bar-
riers in the materials; meanwhile, the barriers monotonously went up
from 0.33 to 2.38 eV with the tilt angle [Fig. 2(b)], implying the car-
riers were restricted by GBs. The calculated Curie Temperatures (Tc)
by mean-field theory16 were listed in Table I. The Tc of 32.2� GB is as
high as 293K, indicating room-temperature magnetism.

To reveal the origin of the magnetic moment for GBs, the spin-
polarized density of states (DOS) was calculated, and the GBs-relative
states were spatially projected as shown in Fig. 3. The 10.2� [Fig. 3(a)]
and 32.2� [Fig. 3(b)] GBs were adapted as examples. The states related
to the GBs were spatially projected onto the atoms. The states of the
bulk part were shaded by gray shallow. The GBs induced two states in
the bandgap for the 10.2� structure, the d and d� states separated by
the Fermi level. The occupied d state originated from the N–N homo-
elemental bonding state, while the unoccupied d� state showed a corre-
sponding antibonding character, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The spin polar-
ization cannot be observed due to the full occupation character of
these states for the 10.2� structure. While the tilt angle increased, the
5j7 cores became closer to each other, and the energy split occurred.
As shown in Fig. 3(b), the d state in the 32.2� structure broadened in
both spin channels and cross the Fermi level due to the adjacent 5j7
cores coupling. The N–N homo-elemental in one 5j7 core was broken
to form a loose bond, but still tightly bonded in another. It can be
explained by the Stoner model, which is the electronic states spontane-
ously triggered spin splitting when the d state crossed the Fermi level,
that echoed the spatial distribution of the N–N d state. On the other
hand, the d� states were still localized. This effect was gradually
enhanced by increasing the tilt angles since the coupling was strength-
ened due to the reduced distance between adjacent 5j7 cores. The
structures of 27.8�, 32.2�, and 42.2� exhibited similar magnetic
moments because they possessed the nearest 5j7 core pairs.

FIG. 2. Tilt-dependent properties of GBs in AlN. (a) Magnetism per atom (blue line)
and formation energies (Eform, red line) as the function of tilt angle. Magnetic moments
are the absolute values obtained from GBs with AFM order. (b) The in-plane average
electrostatic potential barriers as the function of tilt angles, and the x-axis is the dis-
tance from the edge of the supercell along the direction vertical to the GB.

TABLE I. The energies of different magnetic states for each GB.

ENM (eV) EAFM (eV) ENM � EAFM (eV) Tc (K)

7.8� (5, 4) �2784.552 N/A
10.2� (4, 3) �1896.074 N/A
16.4� (5, 3) �2289.880 �2289.876 �0.003 12
27.8� (3, 1) �2213.338 �2213.406 0.068 135
32.2� (5, 2) �1200.236 �1200.332 0.111 293
42.2� (5, 1) �2049.758 �2049.834 0.076 131
60.0� (5, 0) �1477.629 N/A
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The electronic states coupling between the adjacent 5j7 cores
became serious with GBs tilt angles. It not only enhanced the coupling
but also broadened the dispersive defect states. If this effect on disper-
sion is unequal in the different spin channels, one channel crosses the
Fermi level but another one does not, and the half-metallic property is
obtained. The spin-polarized density of states for 2h ¼ 16.4�, 27.8�,
and 42.2� structures was presented in Fig. 4. They opened sizable gaps
of 0.28 and 1.06 eV in the spin-down channels and formed metallic
spin-up channels for 2h ¼ 16.4� and 42.2� GBs, due to the d state of
N–N bond splitting was stronger than the state broadening, as shown
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(c). At 2h ¼ 27.8� [Fig. 4(b)], the GBs supported an
insulating (the gap is 0.90 eV) spin-up channel and a metallic spin-
down channel. At 2h ¼ 32.2� [Fig. 3(b)], both spin channels were
metallic. At low tilt angles [2h ¼ 7.8� and 9.2�, in Figs. 3(a) and S2],
the GBs were nonmagnetic semiconductors in this work, since the
weak band dispersion cannot metalize any spin channel. At 2h ¼ 60�,
the 4j8 core was stable and nonmagnetic semiconducting, as shown in
Fig. S1. These results support the feasibility of tailoring the spin-
dependent transport by engineering GBs in III-nitrides.

The robustness of the magnetism is necessary for the reliability of
devices. Magnetism is sensitive to carrier doping that is always affected

by external gating or intrinsic doping in practical applications. Here,
we investigated the magnetism for different carrier doping levels by
calculating the magnetic moments as a function of charge states (add/
reduce electrons under a jellium background). The 2h ¼ 27.8� GB was
adapted as the example. As present in Fig. 5(a), the magnetism has
remained after both hole and electron doping. The doping level was in
the range from �2 to 2 e/cell, whose carrier density was close to the
working condition (the magnitude is about 1020 cm�3). The effect of
magnetism for hole doping is more significant than that for electron
doping. The minimum magnetism (0.07 lB/atom) appeared at the
hole doping level of 1.6 e/cell, and the maximum (0.28 lB/atom) was
at the hole doping level of 0.4 e/cell. On the other hand, the magnetic
moment just fluctuated in the range of 0.15–0.19 lB/atom under elec-
tron doping as high as 2.0 e/cell, indicating the magnetism induced by
GBs showed good robustness in respect of electron doping. Moreover,
the AlN underwent strain due to the significant lattice mismatch dur-
ing hetero-epitaxy growth. We also studied whether the strain along
different crystallographic orientations will affect the magnetism, and
the results were displayed in Fig. 5(b). The magnetic moments just
fluctuated from 0.20 to 0.26 lB/atom when the strain varied from
�5% to 5% whatever the directions. Therefore, the magnetism

FIG. 3. Electronic structure analyses of dislocation in AlN. Spin-polarized density of states (DOS) and energy-level-resolved isosurface distributions of partial charge density
for (a) 2h ¼ 10.2� and (b) 2h ¼ 32.2� AlN GBs. The solid lines are the projected DOS onto GBs, and the gray-shaded regions are the DOS onto bulk part.

FIG. 4. Spin-polarized DOS of (a) 2h ¼ 16.4�,
(b) 2h ¼ 27.8�, and (c) 2h ¼ 42.2� GBs. The
color stipulations are the same as in Fig. 3.
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induced by the GBs in AlN also showed excellent robustness in respect
of strain.

In this work, a comprehensive first-principles study on the mag-
netism driven by GBs was revealed in AlN. The magnetism showed an
angle dependence and good robustness. The magnetic moment associ-
ated with localized defect states centered on N–N homo-elemental
bonding state within the bandgap of AlN. GBs show antiferromagnetic
spin ordering on the adjacent 5j7 cores, which form a metallic channel
in AlN. Half-metal or metal was observed at the tilt angle exceeding
16.4�. At 2h ¼ 60�, GBs composed of 4j8 cores were energetically
favorable and were nonmagnetic semiconductors due to the lack of
homo-elemental bonds. Magnetism showed great robustness regard-
ing doping level and strain. Grain boundaries are unavoidable in
III-nitrides due to the hetero-epitaxy fabrication. The coupling of
spin-polarization and GBs pave a feasible way to realize DMS based
on III-nitrides through GBs engineering.

See the supplementary material for the atomic structure of 4j8
GB at 2h ¼ 60�, and the complete density of states (DOS) for all stud-
ied GBs.
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